Abstract. The balloon-borne Cosmic Ray Energetics And Mass (CREAM) instrument measures the composition and energy spectra of primary cosmic rays. CREAM has flown four times over Antarctica. The CREAM-III payload flew for 29 days during the 2007-2008 Antarctic season. The electronics of the calorimeter were improved from a 12-bit to a 16-bit readout, with reduced pedestal noise level, and removal of a temperature dependence in the pedestal values. With these improvements, the flight accumulated significantly more data at lower energies than the two previous flights. Energy measurements of incident particles were made using the calorimeter flight data, taking into account a calorimeter calibration performed at CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research). The energy spectra were corrected for event selection efficiency, trigger efficiency, and reconstruction efficiency, as well as backgrounds determined with Monte Carlo simulations. Preliminary results for the proton and helium fluxes and proton to helium ratio obtained from the flight data are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Energy spectra of primary cosmic rays are known with good precision up to energies around $10^{12}$ eV. Above this energy, the composition of cosmic rays and their energy spectra are not well known although there have been some measurements ([1], [2]). For example, Asakimori, et al. (1998) reported a difference in the spectral indices for protons and helium, but Apanasenko, et al. (1999) did not see such a difference. More accurate measurements above a few TeV are therefore needed.

CREAM is a balloon-borne experiment to measure elemental spectra of cosmic-ray nuclei in the energy range $\sim 10^{11} - 10^{15}$ eV from protons to iron [3]. The goal is to extend direct cosmic-ray composition measurements to the highest energies practical with balloon flights. The CREAM instrument has flown four times over Antarctica since 2004. The CREAM-III payload was launched on December 19, 2007 and the flight was terminated on January 17, 2008 after ~ 29 days of flight.

II. CREAM-III INSTRUMENT AND FLIGHT

The CREAM-III instrument consisted of a tungsten/scintillating fiber calorimeter, a dual layer Silicon Charge Detector (SCD), a Cherenkov Camera (CherCam), a Cherenkov Detector, and a Timing Charge Detector (TCD). The calorimeter measures the energy of incident nuclei that interact in graphite targets located directly above it, while the SCD, CherCam, and TCD provide charge identification of incident particles. More details about the detectors can be found elsewhere ([5], [6], [7], [8]).

The calorimeter is comprised of a stack of 20 tungsten layers with an overall 20 radiation length ($X_{0}$) depth and 20 layers of scintillating fibers. The fibers are arranged into fifty 1 cm wide ribbons per layer, each...
read out independently. Clear fibers connected to each ribbon were divided into low, middle and high ranges, to increase the dynamic range.

Two separate layers of the SCD provide independent charge measurements with a resolution of $\sim 0.2 \, e^{-}$. Both of top and bottom SCD layers have 2688 pixels; each pixel has 2.12 cm$^2$ area. This paper describes preliminary analysis from the calorimeter and top SCD.

Throughout the CREAM-III flight, the calorimeter performed stably without any high-voltage issues. The live-time fraction during data collection was about 99%.

The electronics of the calorimeter were improved from previous CREAM flights [9]. An improved Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) board design reduced the front-end electronics noise level. The 12 bit Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) chip was replaced with a 16 bit chip to increase the dynamic range. The pedestal drift with temperature was removed [10]. The reduced noise level allowed the trigger thresholds to be lowered to about 15 MeV, whereas it was about 50 MeV for the two previous flights. Also, Sparsification threshold value (STV) in each channel, which suppress the pedestal, was lowered to about 2 $\sigma$ of the pedestal.

III. Analysis

A. Calibration

The CREAM-III calorimeter and SCD were calibrated at CERN using 150 GeV electrons in 2006 [9], [11]. Conversion factors from the ADC signal to MeV were obtained from the ratio of measured ADC values to the deposited energy in each ribbon according to a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation based on GEANT/FLUKA 3.21 [12], [13].

The linearity of the output signal at different high-voltages for a hybrid photo diode was confirmed, and the ratio of deposited energy at 10.5 kV to deposited energy at 6 kV was found to be 2.0. This ratio was used for gain correction due to the high-voltage difference between the calibration test and the flight.

Channels connected to the low ranges were calibrated with 150 GeV electrons during the beam test [14]. Channels connected to middle and high ranges were calibrated with a combination of the ratios of number of fibers in each range and the low range calibration constants. Another method was to use the ratios of signal outputs from the low and middle ranges for middle range calibration and ratios of signal outputs from middle and high ranges for high range calibration in each ribbon from the flight data. In this analysis, the latter was used for middle range calibration.

B. Event Selection

The calorimeter trigger selects high energy shower events in an unbiased manner by requiring 6 consecutive layers, each with at least one ribbon recording more than trigger thresholds, 15 MeV. 99.8% of the CREAM-III events with a calorimeter trigger flag satisfied the calorimeter trigger condition.

The shower axes were reconstructed in both the X-Z and Y-Z planes for each event. The trajectory in the calorimeter was reconstructed from the ribbon with the highest energy deposit and neighboring ribbons on both sides with hits in at least three layers. The reconstructed trajectory must traverse the top SCD active area and at the bottom of the calorimeter active area.

Events with a late shower or late interaction position could cause an underestimation of the deposited energy or a misidentification of the charge due to a lack of reconstruction information or a poor reconstruction. Therefore, only events with an interaction in the carbon target or in the top layers of the calorimeter are defined as good events. Events with interactions started above top 6 layers in the calorimeter were selected.

C. Charge Determination

The charge identification for this analysis uses the top SCD in order to have conditions similar to the CREAM-I analysis. The dual SCD setup provides two independent charge measurements, so a pure sample of events can be selected by requiring consistency of the charge measurement in both layers. This also improves statistics, since the signal in dead or noisy pixels on one SCD layer could be replaced with the signal from the other SCD layer. An analysis using full CREAM-III detector capabilities is planned for the future.

A 7×7 pixel area centered on the extrapolated position in the top SCD from the reconstructed trajectory is scanned for the highest pixel signal. The measured charge histogram is shown in Fig. 1. The signal in that pixel is then corrected for the reconstructed incidence angle. The number of protons and helium nuclei is determined by calculating the areas under Landau fits for the two peaks in each energy bin. Charge resolutions for both protons and helium are about 0.2 $e^{-}$.

Fig. 1. Top SCD signal distributions. The peak at 40 ADC unit is due to protons and the peak at 160 ADC unit is from helium nuclei. Charge resolutions for both protons and helium is 0.2 $e^{-}$.
D. Energy Measurement

Entries in deposited energy bins are deconvolved to incident energy bins using matrix relations. The counts \( N_{inc,i} \) in the incident energy bin \( i \) is estimated from the measured counts \( N_{dep,j} \) in deposited energy bin \( j \) by the relation

\[
N_{inc,i} = \sum_j P_{i,j} \cdot N_{dep,j},
\]

where the matrix element \( P_{i,j} \) is the probability that the events in the deposited energy bin \( j \) are from incident energy bin \( i \) ([15]). The matrix elements \( P_{i,j} \) are estimated with a MC simulation.

MC simulations to model the CREAM-III detector configuration are in progress. Existing MC simulation events sets generated with the CREAM-I detector configuration were used to calculate \( P_{i,j} \) by using the CREAM-III calorimeter flight conditions such as STV and electronics noise smearing. Uncertainties due to different or more detector material above the SCD causing higher background, is not expected to cause a significant difference. Analysis with more MC simulation events with the proper detector configuration will be done in the future.

E. Absolute Flux

The differential flux (\( F \)) at the top of atmosphere in each energy bin with size \( \Delta E \) is given by

\[
F = \frac{N_{inc}}{\Delta E \cdot GF \cdot \varepsilon \cdot T \cdot \eta},
\]

where \( N_{inc} \) is the number of events in the energy bin, \( GF \) is the geometry factor, \( \varepsilon \) is the efficiency, \( \delta \) is the background, \( T \) is the live time, and \( \eta \) is the correction due to atmospheric attenuation.

The geometry factor was calculated with MC simulation information by requiring that the reconstructed trajectory traverse the top SCD active area and the bottom of the calorimeter. The geometry factor for protons and helium is 0.41 m\(^2\) sr.

The efficiency \( \varepsilon \) can be expressed as the product of event selection efficiency, trigger efficiency, and reconstruction efficiency. Event selection efficiencies for protons and helium nuclei are 89\% and 90\%, respectively; trigger efficiencies for protons and helium nuclei are 100\%, and reconstruction efficiencies for protons and helium nuclei are 99\% and 97\%, respectively. The background contribution for protons and helium nuclei are 4\% and 5\%.

The live time \( T \) is 23 days. Excluding data collected during tuning periods for the first few days, the live time versus total time is 99\%. The attenuation loss in the atmosphere (3.9 g/cm\(^2\)) and material depth of detector (12 g/cm\(^2\)) above the SCD are about 79\% for protons and 65\% for helium nuclei.

Secondaries due to interactions with material above the SCD are about 16\% for protons and 24\% for helium nuclei. The effects of secondary production will be estimated more accurately with MC simulation information using the CREAM-III detector configuration in the near future.

In this analysis, the efficiencies and background were calculated independently of energy constant since the thresholds were set as low as 1 TeV. Energy-dependent efficiency calculations near thresholds might extend the data to lower energies when the MC simulation event sets for lower energy are ready.

IV. Results

The CREAM-III preliminary proton flux at the top of the atmosphere from 1 TeV to 250 TeV and helium flux from 400 GeV/n to 4 TeV/n are shown in Fig. 2a. Also shown are previous measurements from AMS [16],[17], BESS-TeV [18], CAPRICE94 [19], ATIC-2 [20], JACEE [21], and RUNJOB [22]. The preliminary CREAM-III proton and helium spectra are consistent with a power law, within statistical uncertainties. The CREAM-III proton spectrum is in good agreement with recent ATIC-2, RUNJOB, and JACEE results. The CREAM-III helium flux agrees with ATIC-2 and JACEE results. The helium spectrum appears flatter than the proton spectrum in CREAM-III.

The preliminary proton to helium ratio from CREAM-III is shown in Fig. 2b together with previous measurements from BESS-TeV [18], CAPRICE94 [23], CAPRICE98 [19], ATIC-2 [20], LEAP [24], JACEE [25], and RUNJOB [26]. The CREAM-III ratio extends the ATIC-2 results to higher energy and shows good agreements with recent ATIC-2 and JACEE results. The CREAM-III ratios show lower values than previous low-energy measurements below 100 GeV/n, such as BESS, CAPRICE94, CAPRICE98, and LEAP. This is consistent with the higher helium flux of CREAM-III than was measured at lower energies for helium. Above 10 TeV, statistics grow sparse, so more data are necessary.

V. Summary

The measured proton and helium spectra during the CREAM-III flight are being measured. Preliminary results are shown in comparison with previous measurements. During the CREAM-III flight, more data were collected at lower energies than during the CREAM-I flight, as expected form the lower thresholds. The preliminary CREAM-III proton and helium spectra are in good agreement with previous measurements within the uncertainties. More MC simulations with the CREAM-III flight configuration are in progress. The energy deconvolution and efficiency calculation will be improved with more MC simulation results. Also, analysis using both the top and bottom SCDs in charge identification will improve the results.
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